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1.1 Introduction

Let us imagine a young student (or a not so young professor who still has
time to do research by him- or herself) who wants to do an ab-initio study
of the excitation properties of one of those fashionable nanostructures that
fill high-impact journals nowadays. The student has heard of TDDFT, and
believes that it’s just the right tool for the job. The first thing to do is to
make sure that our fancy molecule is not part of the set of the difficult,
“pathological” cases – not a bulk semiconductor, check!; the system does
not involve charge-transfer excitations, check!; not a “strongly-correlated”
system, check! As everything looks fine, the student starts the quest to find
an adequate computer program to use in his or her research.

After a couple of hours googling, the student comes up with 15 different
programs that seem to be adequate for this problem. All the programs appear
to be quite easy to compile/install, and they all have nice, simple interfaces
that make working with them a pleasure and not a torture. Digging a bit
further, the student finds that these programs use very different techniques
to obtain the excitations of the system: some use Green’s functions and linear
response theory, some use linear response theory but without the Green’s
functions, others propagate in time the TDDFT equations. What to choose?
Reading the documentation of the programs is not much of a help, as they
all claim to be the fastest and least memory consuming. So, what is the most
efficient method? The answer to this question is quite tricky, not only due
to the “political” issues that any answer could provoke, but also because
“efficiency” is a very ill-defined concept in the world of numerics. A more
pragmatic measurement is computer time, but this, of course, depends on
the method used, the implementation, the hardware, the size of the problem,
and sometimes even on the phase of the moon!

In this article, we try to give a hand to our student by comparing different
methods to calculate excitation energies within TDDFT. Our purpose is to
show how these methods scale with the size (i.e. number of atoms) of the sys-
tem, namely in what concerns CPU time and memory requirements. Clearly,
our approach is not exhaustive, and is mostly determined by our own scien-
tific background. Furthermore, we concentrate on finite systems, and leave
the exercise of adding the extra factor nk (the number of k-points) and use of
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complex wavefunctions to the Reader. Five different methods are reviewed:
(i) real-time propagation; (ii) Sternheimer’s approach; (iii) Casida’s equation;
(iv) solution of the response equation in momentum/frequency space; and
(v) solution of the response equation in a mixed space. These schemes can be
divided between those that use only the knowledge of the occupied subspace
(i and ii) and between those that need both occupied and unoccupied states
(iii, iv, and v); and those that work in real time (i and v) or in frequency
space (ii, iii, iv, and v). The two latter methods (iv and v) are mostly used
for the calculation of the response of solids where they have some advantages.
However, as they can and have been used successfully for the study of finite
systems using super-cell methods, we have decided to include them in this
review.

Finally, a word on basis sets. Different representations of the wave func-
tions are regularly used by the community. Those based on the linear com-
bination of localized orbitals (LO) have been been used in the literature to
address the linear and nonlinear response of molecules with quite a good suc-
cess (see, e.g., [Casida 1998a, van Gisbergen 1997]). As compared to grid or
plane-wave based representations, the main advantage of this representation
stems from the small number of basis functions needed to expand the wave
functions and Hamiltonian matrix elements. On the other hand, the system-
atic convergence with respect to the size of the localized basis set is rather
difficult. Which representation is best depends on the precision required and
on the dimensionality and inhomogeneity of the system under study, in par-
ticular in which representation the response function is more sparse. In this
article, we chose to put more emphasis on methods using the mesh representa-
tion (in direct or Fourier space). However, most of our results are completely
general and applicable to either case.

While discussing the merits of the different approaches we will not take
into account the computational requirements to perform the ground state
calculations and to obtain the occupied and unoccupied orbitals. Note, how-
ever, that for very large systems the calculation of a large set of unoccupied
wave functions can be a major bottleneck, as it scales in some cases with the
cube of the number of atoms.

1.1.1 Notation

We shall use the symbol N with subscripts for quantities that scale roughly
as the size of the physical system, and M for quantities that may be large
but are independent of the system size.1 Important quantities common to
all methods are the number of electrons Ne and the number of mesh points,
NR and NG for real space and reciprocal space, and NLO for the number of
localized orbitals. On the other hand, some methods require the knowledge
of Nc unoccupied states.

1 We follow the notation given in [Bertsch 2000], where a preliminar comparison
of the different methods discussed here was presented.
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Table 1.1. Symbols used for the relevant quantities that determine the computa-
tional effort required by the various algorithms for TDDFT calculations.

Symbol Meaning Symbol Meaning

Ne number of occupied states MT number of time steps

Nc unoccupied states Mω number of frequencies

NR real-space points MH nonzero elements in a row of Ĥ

NG reciprocal-space points Mit iterations in the iterative schemes

NLO size of localized basis set Mimpl implementation dependent number

Additional quantities that play a role are the number of frequencies to cal-
culate Mω, and the number of time steps in the real-time method, MT . Also,
in methods that rely on sparse matrix multiplication, we need the number
MH of nonzero entries in a row of the Hamiltonian. Furthermore, for meth-
ods that rely on iterative techniques, like conjugated gradients, we need an
estimate of the number of iterations Mit. Finally, we define a number Mimpl,
independent of the size of the system, but that may vary between different
implementations.

All symbols are summarized in Table 1.1.

1.2 Time-evolution scheme

This method was introduced in detail in Chap. ?? and ?? as a direct approach
to compute both the linear and non-linear response in physical systems. The
idea is to excite the ground-state with a perturbing potential and then follow
the evolution of the system by solving the TDKS equations in real time.
As a final result, we get the induced density δn(r, t) from which, by Fourier
transformation to frequency space, we can compute the different responses of
the system. Note that from the Fourier transform we obtain all frequencies
at once, and therefore this is not the method of choice if only one particular
frequency is desired.

The implementation of this idea to obtain absorption spectra requires
several steps: (i) First, one needs to get the ground-state occupied wave-
functions. (ii) The ground-state is then perturbed by multiplying each of the
single-particle Kohn-Sham wave-functions by a phase eiκz. This phase-factor
shifts the momentum of the electrons, giving then a coherent velocity field
that causes the appearance of a polarization as the system evolves in time.
Note that to study the linear dipole response, the external wave-number κ,
i.e. the strength of the applied homogeneous electric field, has to be much
smaller than the inverse radius of the system. (iii) The system is propagated
until some finite time T . The dynamics of the system can be analyzed in
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terms of the time-dependent induced dipole moment of the electron cloud

D(t) =

occ
∑

i=1

〈ϕi(t)|r|ϕi(t)〉 , (1.1)

where ϕi(t) are the TDKS wave-functions. (iv) The linear absorption spec-
trum can then be computed from the time Fourier transform of D(t).

With this technique, we can extract information on the response func-
tions of the system without as much bookkeeping as in the usual perturba-
tive formalism and using only information concerning the occupied ground-
state orbitals. It has been implemented both in real-space [Marques 2003b,
Castro 2004b, Yabana 1996, Yabana 1999b, Yabana 1999c, Yabana 1999a]
and Fourier-space [Sugino 1999].

Many approximations to the time-evolution operator exp(−iĤ∆t) require
the consecutive multiplication of the Hamiltonian matrix by a (complex) vec-
tor representing the wave function [Castro 2004a]. For example, a simple but
effective scheme is given by the Taylor series expansion (to fourth order) of
the time-evolution operator [Giansiracusa 2002]. A predictor-corrector cy-
cle usually requires two such operations. Therefore, the method requires 8
matrix-vector multiplications. The dimensionality of the vector is given by
the number of mesh points NR times the number of electron orbitals Ne.
The operator Ĥ is a sparse matrix with MH nonzero elements per row.
This sparseness of the Hamiltonian matrix in a real space formulation is
determined by the finite difference formula for the kinetic energy (a seven
or nine-point formula in most cases [Marques 2003b]); and by the nonlocal
parts of the potential. In most cases, however, it is the non-local part of the
pseudopotential that determines MH . Thus, the basic matrix-vector multi-
plication requires around MHNeNR complex floating point operations. (In
the case of using a Fourier space representation for the wave-functions, the
matrix vector multiplication has a slightly different scaling with the number
of atoms, namely NeNR log(NR), due to the use of fast-Fourier transforms.)
To propagate the Kohn-Sham equations for MT time steps then requires a
total of

∼ MHMT NeNR (1.2)

floating point operations in real space.
Another time-consuming part of the time-propagation is the solution of

the Poisson equation, which must be done twice at each time step. Sev-
eral methods exist in the market to solve it, like, e.g, multipole expan-
sions combined with relaxation methods to deal with the higher multipoles
[Castro 2003]; multigrid techniques; fast-Fourier transforms, etc. In principle,
these algorithms are of order NR or NR log NR, and should not dominate for
large systems.

Storage requirements are in principle small: the vector wave functions
(NeNR complex numbers) plus the Hartree, external and exchange-correlation
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potentials (NR floats), the charge densities (NR floats) and some other inter-
mediate arrays. The storage size is therefore of the order of (2Ne+Mimpl)NR.

The time-propagation method has several advantages: The scaling of both
CPU time and memory is quadratic with the number of atoms; Only occupied
states need to be propagated and stored; this method is trivially extended to
non-linear response and is ideal to be combined with molecular simulations
of the ions [Marques 2003b, Car 1985]. The big downside is the fairly large
prefactor, that makes this method quite ineffective for the linear-responce
calculations of very small systems or if we are interested in a specific fre-
quency value (e.g. static response) where the methods in frequency domain
will clearly be more effective.

1.3 Sternheimer’s approach

The calculation of response properties from solely the occupied subspace is
not restricted to the time-propagation formalism. In fact, matrix elements
of the response function – such as polarizabilities, dielectric constants, etc. –
can be computed in terms of only the ground-state occupied wave-functions.
The method is based on the perturbative approach of Dalgarno and Lewis [?],
and has been used to study static polarizabilities of metallic clusters, static
response in solids, and linear and non-linear dynamical responses (for more
details and references, please refer to the review [Baroni 2001]).

Denoting by ϕi the ground state one-electron states with eigenvalues εi,
and ϕ±

i the perturbed states projected on the unperturbed unoccupied sub-
space, we can write the dynamical polarizability

α(ω) =

occ
∑

i

〈ϕi|δvext

(

|ϕ+
i 〉 + |ϕ−

i 〉
)

. (1.3)

where the perturbed states |ϕ±

i 〉 are the solutions of the linear system

(

εi − ĤKS[n] ± ω
)

ϕ±

i = P̂c

[

δvext(r, ω) +

∫

d3r′ K(r, r′, ω)δn(r′, ω)

]

ϕi .

(1.4)
Here, δn = ℜ

∑

i ϕi(ϕ
+
i +ϕ−

i ), and P̂c = 1−
∑occ

i |ϕi〉〈ϕi| is the projector onto

the unoccupied subspace. ĤKS[n] is the unperturbed Kohn-Sham hamiltonian
for the density n(r′, ω). Note that the r.h.s. of Eq. (1.4) corresponds to the
response of the Kohn-Sham system to a sinusoidal perturbation potential
that combines the external field δvext and the internal field from the time-
varying electronic density. The kernel K introduced in previous chapters is
defined by

K(r, r′, ω) =
1

|r − r′|
+

δvxc(r, ω)

δn(r′, ω)
. (1.5)

Equation (1.4) is very similar to the Sternheimer equation that appears in
adiabatic perturbation theory, but with an additional piece coming from the
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±ω term on the left-hand-side. Thus, for each ground-state wave function, we
get two first-order wave functions, which are equal in the static case. Note that
the solution of Eq. (1.4) requires only the unperturbed valence wave-functions
ϕi and their linear variation ϕ±

i . A similar general expression for the second-
order susceptibility in terms of only ground-state and first order perturbed
valence orbitals is given in [Dal Corso 1996, Nunes 2001, Gonze 1995a]. This
formulation makes the evaluation of linear and non-linear response functions
in systems containing up to a hundred atoms feasible.

The solution of Eq. (1.4) can be obtained by using an iterative method
[Baroni 2001] or by minimizing a suitably defined functional, with a numer-
ical effort similar to a ground-state calculation [Giannozzi 1994, Pasquarello
1993]. Let us discuss in more detail the real-space implementation of these
equations as done, for example, in [Iwata 2000]. The algorithm uses a dou-
ble iteration technique very similar to the one used for the solution of the
ground-state Kohn-Sham equations. We start by making a guess for the in-
duced density δn; Eq. (1.4) is solved by the conjugated gradients method; δn

is then refined from the resulting ϕ±

i ; and so on until convergence. As the
conjugated gradients method is again based on Hamiltonian vector multipli-
cations, the total numerical cost depends largely on the cost of this operation
(≈ MHNeNR in coordinate space). Remembering that we need Mit to reach
convergence (preconditioning is a key issue here), and that the calculation
has to be repeated for every one of the Mω frequencies, we arrive at the
following computation cost

MitMωMHNeNR . (1.6)

Unfortunately, it is difficult to give an a priori estimate of Mit or of its
size-scaling properties. (We have nevertheless assumed that it does not grow
with the number of atoms in the system.) This scheme is widely used to get
many response functions including phonon frequencies, macroscopic dielectric
constants, etc. [Baroni 2001].

The method as discussed above can be used for non-resonant frequencies,
but near resonances Eq. (1.4) has singularities that prevent the conjugated
gradient method to converge. These are removed by the operator P̂c, that
projects on the unoccupied wave-function subspace the right hand side of
Eq. (1.4). This projector operator ensures that the response is orthogonal
to the occupied subspace, and can be implemented using a Gram-Schmidt
algorithm. Note that such procedure scales like N2

e NR, and will therefore be
the dominant step for sufficient large number of atoms.

The storage requirements of this method are: the (real) ground-state wave-
functions ϕi; the (real) linear variations ϕ±

i , and some working arrays of
dimension NR. This amounts to the total storage of (3Ne +Mimpl)NR floats.

In conclusion, the scaling of the Sternheimer method is really competitive,
both in terms of computing time and storage. If only a few frequencies are
required, it is clearly the method of choice. However, if a whole spectrum is
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needed, the choice between the Sternheimer and the time-evolution method
will basically depend on the respective implementations.

1.4 Casida’s equation

One of the most popular methods for the calculation of excitation energies is
due to Marc Casida [Casida 1995a]. For systems with a discrete spectrum of
excitation (like finite systems) it is possible to recast the response equation
into the pseudo-eigenvalue equation,

R̂Fq = Ω2
qFq , (1.7)

where the eigenvalues Ω2
q are the square of the excitation energies, and the

eigenvectors Fn are related to the oscillator strengths. The matrix operator
R̂ is given in terms of

Rq,q′ = (εiσ − εjσ)2δqq′ + 2
√

εiσ − εjσKq,q′(ωn)
√

εi′σ′ − εj′σ′ . (1.8)

where the compound index q = (i, j, σ) labels the combination of the unoc-
cupied orbital iσ and occupied orbital jσ. The interaction Kα,α′ is simply
the particle-hole matrix element of the induced interaction Eq. (1.5)

Kjkσ,j′k′σ′(ω) =

∫

d3r

∫

d3r′ ϕ∗

jσ(r)ϕkσ(r)

[

1

|r − r′|
+ fxc σσ′ (r, r′, ω)

]

ϕj′σ′(r′)ϕ∗

k′σ′(r′) . (1.9)

There is a substantial computational cost in constructing the interaction
matrix K in either Fourier or real-space. From the two terms of K, the second
involving fxc is usually quite simple and fast to evaluate, as the exchange-
correlation kernel is local in the ALDA. The bottleneck is the calculation of
the Coulomb matrix elements. As we have discussed, each one of these matrix
elements takes at least ≈ NR operations, and there are N2

e N2
c such elements.

This means that the construction of the full matrix has a leading order of
NRN2

e N2
c . Of course, the introduction of a finite basis reduces the problem to

a smaller matrix algebra, as NLO ≪ NR). However, this change only affects
the prefactor, as the scaling NLON2

e N2
c still increases with the fifth power of

the number of atoms in the system.
Once the matrix is constructed, the diagonalization requires ≈ N3

c N3
e op-

erations. However, in this context the effort required to diagonalize the matrix
is usually small compared to the time necessary to construct it. Furthermore,
as we are normally interested in low-lying excitations, we can benefit from
the performance of iterative solutions techniques to get the first eigenstates
of Eq. (1.7).

The requirements for storing the matrix grow as N2
c N2

e . However, in spite
of the fairly bad scaling, the prefactor is quite small. Furthermore, the use
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of iterative techniques to diagonalize the matrix does not require to explic-
itly construct or store the matrix. In this case, one can also take maximum
advantage of the methodology already implemented for the ground-state (in
particular for the expensive calculation of the Coulomb matrix elements, as
implemented, e.g., in Turbomole [Furche 2002a]). The storage for the or-
bitals is ≈ (Nc + Ne)NR floats, which is comparable to the time-evolution
and Sternheimer methods.

1.5 Response equation in momentum/frequency space

Within linear response theory, the response of an electronic system to an
external perturbation δvext can be cast in term of the inverse microscopical
dielectric function ε−1(ω) = 1 + veeχ(ω), that relates the total effective po-
tential to the external one. Here the spatial dependence has been omitted for
simplicity, vee is the bare Coulomb interaction, and χ is the linear density
response function that relates the response of the charge δn to the external
potential

δn = χδvext . (1.10)

The linear response matrix χ is constructed in momentum space from the
following matrix inversion

χ = (1 − χKSK)−1χKS , (1.11)

where the independent particle response χKS is defined as

χKS(r, r′, ω) = lim
η→0+

∞
∑

jk

(nk − nj)
ϕj(r)ϕ∗

j (r
′)ϕk(r′)ϕ∗

k(r)

ω − (εj − εk) + iη
, (1.12)

with elements G, G′ given by

χKS(G, G′, ω) =
1

Ω

∑

kj

(nk − nj)
〈k|e−iG·r|j〉〈j|eiG′

·r|k〉

ω − (εj − εi) + iη
, (1.13)

where Ω denotes the unit-cell volume, j and k label Kohn-Sham eigenfunc-
tions and εk and nk are the corresponding eigenenergies and occupation fac-
tors. The sum goes over Ne occupied orbitals and Nc empty orbitals. The
interaction K is the Fourier transform of Eq. (1.5).

We now describe the computation starting from the Kohn-Sham wave
functions and energies in a momentum space representation2. To evaluate
the independent particle response χKS using Eq. (1.13), one first calculates

2 For performing response calculations based on a supercell approach we refer the
reader to two available codes SELF (http://people.roma2.infn.it/~marini/
self/) and DP (http://theory.lsi.polytechnique.fr/codes/dp/dp.html)
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the particle-hole matrix elements of the momentum operator and stores them
in a table (in memory or on disk). The computational effort of this operation
is of the order of NeNcN

2
G, and the size of the table to be stored amounts

to NeNcNG complex numbers. Then, Eq. (1.13) has to be evaluated for N2
G

pairs of G and G′, each requiring a particle-hole summation, which gives
≈ NeNcN

2
G operations for each frequency. If we had to make a full space

calculation, the number of empty orbitals summed in Eq. (1.13) would be of
the same order as the dimensionality of the space (measured by the number of
grid points or basis functions). However, the number of empty orbitals can be
severely truncated without affecting the long-wavelength dipole response in
the relevant spectral range. This is a reasonable approximation, as we are only
interested in getting the optical spectra for excitation energies below 20 eV.
An important cost saving in building up the response matrix in frequency
domain is achieved in this way.

Another saving comes from the truncation of the response matrix, by
assuming that the inhomogeneity of the density variations is smaller than the
variations in the density itself. In practice, this implies that the off-diagonal
elements of the response function are set to zero for G-vectors outside a sphere
of radius much smaller than the plane wave cutoff used for the description of
the density.

There are now three steps to evaluate Eq. (1.11) either in real or Fourier
space representations: two matrix multiplications and a matrix inversion. The
matrices are dense, so the matrix multiplications cost of N3

G arithmetic oper-
ations.3 The matrix inversion is of the same order, requiring N3

G operations.
The total is ≈ 3N3

G. These are the most computationally demanding steps in
the method, given the truncation in the Nc.

Then, the total computational effort in the super-cell method in Fourier
space is

Mω(NcNeN
2
G + 3N3

G) , (1.14)

with the first term dominant. The storage requirements for all the occupied
and unoccupied wave functions plus the whole complex response matrix is of
the order of

(Ne + Nc)NG + 2N2
G + NeNcNG . (1.15)

In conclusion, the direct application of this method requires a time effort that
scales with the third power of the number of atoms and a memory effort that
scales quadratically. However, by making use of the real-space representation
we can gain a lot (see below) at the cost of two fast Fourier transforms from
G-space to coordinate space (this takes ≈ 2NG log NG operations).

3 A small technical point should be mentioned, regarding the divergence of the
Coulomb interaction at G = G′. This is dealt with by taking a numerical limit
as |G − G′| → 0, the cost of which has to be added to the number of operations
for computing the matrix product [Hybertsen 1987].
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1.6 Space-time method for response calculations

Methods based on a space and time representation of the response func-
tions take advantage of the rather sparse Hamiltonian matrix in a coordinate
representation [Marques 2003b, Yabana 1996, Yabana 1999b, Yabana 1999c,
Yabana 1999a, Sugino 1999, Beck 2000, Rojas 1995, Blase 1995, Chelikowsky
1994a]. For extended systems the translational periodicity of the lattice can
be efficiently taken into account in the description of the dielectric response by
means of a mixed-space formalism [Blase 1995]. This method has been shown
to be advantageous compared to Fourier-space representations for super-cell
calculations with large vacuum regions (as in the case of surface calculations)
and to the real-space representation for periodic systems with small Wigner-
Seitz cells [Blase 1995]. However, for bulk systems with a large unit cell or
for nanostructures, it is equivalent to the real-space method.

For large systems, the great advantages of either the real or mixed-space
approaches are related to the localization range of the response functions
of interest, namely the independent-particle polarizability χKS(r, r′, ω), and
the dielectric matrix ε(r, r′, ω). We note that localized objects are easily de-
scribed in real space and different basis functions can be used to describe
different regions of space. In practice, the response functions of nonmetallic
systems decay rapidly as |r−r′| → ∞, so that, for each r, χKS(r, r′, ω) needs
to be calculated only for r′ inside a spherical region of radius Rmax around
r (see Fig. 1.1) [Blase 1995]. This is the origin of the success of recent N -
linear methods (where N is the number of atoms in the unit cell) proposed
to perform band-structure calculations in solids. However, for metals and
small-gap semiconductors, the decay rate may be slow and Rmax may span
many unit cells, so that the computational effort in a pure real-space method
would be substantial. This problem is solved in the mixed-space representa-
tion χ0

q(r, r′, ω), because r and r′ are restricted only to a single Wigner-Seitz
cell and q spans the irreducible part of the Brillouin zone. This formalism
saves a lot of computing time for large-periodic super-cells and clusters of
many-atoms, and entails the calculation of response functions of having a
favorable scaling with the number of atoms (see below).

This response method is adequate to be combined with real-space calcu-
lations of the ground state by means of the finite-difference pseudopotential
method [Chelikowsky 1994a] or with adaptive coordinates [Gygi 1995b, Gygi
1995a]. A real-space discretization of the kinetic energy operator leads to
sparse Hamiltonian matrices which do not need to be stored in memory and
are easy to handle. The localization of the response functions is used in the
implementation of the method to different cases, but we stress that appre-
ciable computational savings are obtained only for systems having a volume
larger than the volume of the localization sphere.
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Fig. 1.1. Value of |χ0
q=Γ (ζ − ζ′)| at the Γ point renormalized to its value at

ζ − ζ′=0 as a function of the distance |ζ − ζ′| for the surface of a H/Si(111)-(1x1)
14-layer slab. ζ and ζ′ denote points within the Wigner-Seitz cell. A real space
cutoff of 18 a.u. can be used keeping the calculated χ0 in perfect agreement with
the exact one. Inset: a symbolic representation of the cross-section in the [110] plane
of a Wigner-Seitz cell for the H/Si(111) slab. The sphere represents the effective
Wigner-Seitz cell spanned by ζ′ in the calculation of χ0

q=Γ (ζ − ζ′) in the real-space
approach for ζ on a H atom; however in the mixed-space method only the part of
the semi-circle inside the Wigner-Seitz cell needs to be considered. The filled circles
represent the Si atoms and the empty circles the H atoms. Bonds are represented
schematically by thick solid lines.

In the space-time representation, the non-interacting time-ordered density-
density response function is given by

χKS(r, r′, τ) = −iGKS(r, r′, τ)GKS(r′, r,−τ) , (1.16)

where GKS is the non-interacting time-ordered Green’s function defined as

GKS(r, r′, τ) =











i
∑occ

k ϕk(r)ϕ∗
k(r′) exp (iεkτ) , τ < 0

−i
∑unocc

k ϕk(r)ϕ∗

k(r′) exp (iεkτ) , τ > 0

(1.17)

We should notice at this stage that the representation in imaginary time
makes the evaluation of the summation over unoccupied states in Eq. (1.17)
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Table 1.2. Leading order for the scaling of various algorithms in terms of float-
ing point operations (FPO) and memory requirements. We did not include the
prefactors that are important for specific applications.

Method FPO Memory

Time-evolution MHMT NeNR NeNR

Sternheimer MωMitMHNeNR (Ne + Nc)NR

Casida N2
c N2

e NR N2
e N2

c

Response in Fourier space Mω(NcNeN
2
G + 3N3

G) N2
G

Response in mixed/real space Mω(MHNR(Ne + Nc) + 3N3
R) NRMH

converge rapidly for semiconductors because of the decaying exponential fac-
tors [Rojas 1995, Blase 1995] as long as small times and large frequencies, are
not relevant for the physical process under study. However, the price one has
to pay for this approach is that imaginary frequencies appear in the response
functions and one has to resort to analytical continuation to the real energy
axis by fitting the function to a multipolar form [Rojas 1995, Blase 1995].
Although the type of plasmon-pole models normally used are known to work
quite well for many bulk semiconductors, a good performance for nanos-
tructures is not guaranteed. Furthermore, when only matrix elements of the
response functions, such as the susceptibilities, are needed, it is possible to
eliminate the costly sums over unoccupied states associated with normal-
perturbative approaches for both linear and non-linear susceptibilities.

We now discuss briefly the scaling properties of this method as a function
of the number of atoms in the system. The localization length makes the
effort to compute χKS and GKS scale as MHNR(Nc + Ne) instead of N3 or
N4 of traditional calculations (note that the number of r, r′ pairs that have
to be computed scales linearly with N). The remaining part of the calculation
scales in the worst case as N3 [from the inversion of the dielectric response
function in Eq. (1.11)].

1.7 Discussion

In the theory of electronic excitations of finite many-electron systems, the
time-dependent Kohn-Sham equations with an ALDA for the exchange-corre-
lation functional offers an attractive compromise towards the goals of accu-
racy and computational practicality. But even within the TDLDA scheme
there are several methods in use, and our objective was to compare them on
the same footing. For that purpose, we addressed the problem of the scaling
with system size of the different methods.

In comparing the methods, we have deliberately ignored the first step in
any approach, the construction of the eigenstates of the static Kohn-Sham
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operator. In the time-evolution and Sternheimer methods only the occupied
orbitals are needed, but for the standard perturbative methods also a large
number of unoccupied orbitals. Their calculation scales, in principle, like N3,
but in practice this phase of the computation is short compared to the dy-
namic calculation and so we can ignore it. Let us now compare the scalings
by taking the expressions in Table 1.2 and dropping the subscripts of the N

quantities. The time-evolution and Sternheimer methods scale as N2. Linear
response in frequency space has a poorer scaling behavior, namely N3 − N4

for building χKS (then we have to add the common matrix multiplication
and inversion). The final method we discussed, the matrix method using a
mixed space (or real space), seems to have a good N -scaling (N2 for the
independent response and N3 for inversion and matrix multiplication with
a smaller prefactor than the first term), but may be advantageous only in
some circumstances and implementations [Furche 2002a] (still the inversion
of the response-matrix equation will dominate for very large systems). Besides
arithmetic operations, storage can play a role in the practicality of the differ-
ent algorithms for large systems. Here, we find that the storage requirements
favor the time evolution.

Thus, our results favor the time-evolution method, which offers econ-
omy in both storage and arithmetic operations. Closely following comes the
Steinheimer approach. However, there are a number of caveats. We have not
considered the suitability of the different algorithms for parallel computing.
In a parallel computing environment, the frequency-space methods gain favor
because the Mω factor can be trivially absorbed in the parallel processing.
In addition, Casida’s method can benefit from the parallel computation of
different rows of the matrix. Also the sparseness of the Hamiltonian matrix
is important for the real space method; this would be lost if for example
the energy functional used the full Fock exchange interaction. Finally, we
have not discussed the prefactors. These are, of course, dependent on the
specific implementation and on the hardware. However, it is frequently true
that methods with worst scalings have more favorable prefactors. For exam-
ple, Casida’s method has a much smaller prefactor than the Steinheimer or
the time-evolution approaches. Also solving the response equation in Fourier
space has a smaller prefactor than solving it in a mixed space.

Let’s go back to our student (if he or she hasn’t run away by now, scared
by this profusion of methods). How to make a judicious choice? All the ap-
proaches presented have their advantages and disadvantages, and there is no
“optimal” method for all classes of problems. Perhaps the best strategy is
to try several different methods and implementations in a test system and
benchmark them thoroughly on the hardware available. Besides yielding the
“best” choice, this strategy will also educate our student in the ingenuity that
led to the variety and diversity of methods that we now have at our disposal.

To conclude, we would like to address a question that goes somewhat
beyond the topic of this chapter: Are all these methods really necessary?
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Will they all survive, or do they follow a Darwinistic pattern of creation and
extinction? The answer to this question is far from obvious. If we accept
the theory of evolution à la Darwin, or its more modern improvements like
the theory of punctuated equilibrium, we can expect that over the years one
method/program will dominate the market. If, on the other hand, we believe
the creationist arguments then “Il responsabile istituzionale della separazioni
di ogni genere è infatti il Diavolo, il cui nome deriva appunto dal grego diabolé,
«divisione» o «disunione»” [Odifreddi 2004].4 In this latter case, we have to
learn to survive in diversity.
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